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The CCIE Certification exam is one of the greatest Professional networking Certifications that a
network professional can get. The certification is provided by Cisco Systems, which is a leading
corporation of networking in the world.
CCIE Certification is one of the many certifications that Cisco systems provide. Cisco Certified
Internetwork Expert Certification requires no formal prerequisites; not even other Professional
networking certifications or training courses. However, before giving the examination, the
candidate is strongly recommended to have a serious in-depth understanding of the topics that
are specified by the Cisco Systems. Since the exam tests all the practical utilization of the
knowledge in networking, the candidate is strongly recommended by the Cisco systems to have
a job experience of three to five years before attempting the certification examinations.

CCIE Certification Exam for Professional networking - Computer
Networking
The Certification can be taken in one or multiple tracks among the eight tracks provided by the
Cisco technology. After completing the program any successful candidate will be recognized as
an expert in one or the multiple fields the candidates have taken. The eight expertise fields that
Cisco System provides in the field of networking are routing and switching, security, service
provider, service provider operations, voice, wireless and data center. Cisco technologies prove
that less than 3% of the total Cisco certified engineers and less than 1% of all networking
professionals in the world can pass the CCIE Certification Examination.
The candidate has to take a two-hour examination at any Cisco authorized testing center. The
exam consists of 90- 110 questions in average which can be a combination of multiple choice or
interactive structural questions that access the technical knowledge the candidate possesses.
The scores of candidates are reported between 300 and 1000 points but the passing score is
not consistent. The passing score is always set by a rigorous statistical analysis of the scores of
all the candidates and they have to pay 350$ to sit in an examination session.

CCIE Certification Exam for Professional demand is high
The result of the first written examination - pass or fail, which is available immediately after
examination, defines the eligibility of the candidate to participate in the second phase of the
examination. Lab examination administered by Cisco is considered to be far more difficult than
the written examination. The time duration of the lab examination is not the same for all the
tracks but is 8 hours in general. The candidate should solve a series of complex network
problems and pass the exam the candidate must secure about 80% of the total marks. After
this, any candidate who has passed is recognized as an expertise in the track s/he has taken.
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Besides CCIE Certification Examination, Cisco Systems also take exams for CCNA and
CCNP certification. Cisco CCNA Exam is also known as Cisco-certified Network Associates is
the first level Cisco certification which validates that the candidate is able to correctly install,
configure, operate and troubleshoot small network problems. Similarly, CCNP Exam is the
professional certification that ensures that the candidate is able to install, configure and
troubleshoot a network in a better and more expert way than CCNA certification. In fact, CCNP
is the next level of CCNA among the certifications provided by Cisco Career Certifications under
Cisco Systems.
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